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[1] We analyze recordings from more than 3000 shallow earthquakes and measure
S410S – S660S differential travel times on a global scale. These differential times are
obtained using a novel cross-correlation technique that eliminates effects associated with a
priori assumptions of crustal thickness and velocity variations above the upper mantle
transition zone. Our measurements show absolute perturbations up to 8 s from the global
average (242 km), which imply transition zone thickness variations of ±20 km on a length
scale of �2000 km. The transition zone under major subduction zones, e.g., the western
Pacific and South America, is significantly thicker than the global average; this could be
associated with large-scale depressions of the 660-km discontinuity due to the
accumulation of cold oceanic lithosphere at the base of the upper mantle. A narrow
transition zone is observed under the central Pacific and northern Atlantic Oceans. We also
observe a modest anticorrelation between S410S – S660S times and the delay times of
shear waves (predicted using S12/WM13 [Su et al., 1994]) in the transition zone, which
suggests considerable thermal influence on the large-scale topography of the 410- and
660-km discontinuities. The lack of a stronger anticorrelation suggests that (1)
compositional heterogeneities may be present and (2) a significant fraction of thermal
anomalies near the transition zone do not extend through the transition zone and influence
both the 410- and the 660-km discontinuities. A regional analysis shows that the transition
zone is, on average, 6–8 km thicker under continents than under oceans; this implies a
temperature difference of 50–70�C. However, we do not observe a clear correlation
between thickness and the age of the crust. INDEX TERMS: 7218 Seismology: Lithosphere and

upper mantle; 7203 Seismology: Body wave propagation; 8120 Tectonophysics: Dynamics of lithosphere and

mantle—general; 8121 Tectonophysics: Dynamics, convection currents and mantle plumes; 7207 Seismology:

Core and mantle; KEYWORDS: S410S–S660S times, transition zone, SS precursors, subducted slabs

1. Introduction

[2] The upper mantle transition zone plays a key role in
our understanding of the thermal, chemical, and dynamic
processes in the mantle. This region is bounded by two
prominent (generally believed to be global) seismic dis-
continuities near 410 and 660 km, within which strong
velocity and density gradients [e.g., Dziewonski and Ander-
son, 1981], as well as one [Shearer, 1990, 1996] or more
[Deuss and Woodhouse, 2001] modest velocity jumps have
been documented. Results from mineral physics often
suggest that the 410- and 660-km discontinuities are caused
by pressure-induced phase transitions [e.g., Ringwood,
1975; Jackson, 1983] from a-olivine to b-phase and from
g-spinel to perovskite + magnesiowüstite, respectively. The
depths at which these phase transitions occur are strongly
temperature-dependent. The Clapeyron slope of the a-
olivine to b-phase transition is positive [Katsura and Ito,
1989], which implies that the presence of a low- (or high-)
temperature anomaly will cause a local uplift (or depres-
sion) of the 410-km discontinuity. The depth of the 660-km
discontinuity is expected to behave in the opposite manner

owing to a potentially negative Clapeyron slope of the
postspinel transition [Navrotsky, 1980; Ito and Takahashi,
1989]. The net temperature effect suggests that the transi-
tion zone (TZ) becomes thinner at high temperatures and
thicker at low temperatures, provided that (1) the thermal
anomalies extend vertically across the TZ and influence
both phase transitions and (2) the effect of compositional
heterogeneities is negligible. Hence thickness can be used as
an effective measure of the existence and vertical extent of
thermal structures within the TZ.
[3] Significant progress has been made in recent years in

characterizing the TZ discontinuities from the analysis of
secondary reflected waves. The most frequently analyzed
phase groups are the reverberations of near-vertical S waves
within the TZ (ScS reverberations) [Revenaugh and Jordan,
1991; Revenaugh and Sipkin, 1994; Katzman et al., 1998],
P’P’ precursors [Benz and Vidale, 1993; Le Stunff
et al., 1995; Xu et al., 1998], and SS precursors [e.g., Shearer
and Masters, 1992; Shearer, 1993; Gossler and Kind, 1996;
Lee andGrand, 1996;Gu et al., 1998;Flanagan and Shearer,
1998a]. Revenaugh and Jordan [1991] reported strong top-
ography on the 410- and 660-km discontinuities that would
suggest lateral TZ temperature variations on the order of
±200 K. Shearer [1993] analyzed delay times of SS precur-
sors and reported variations of TZ thickness in excess of
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±20 km; this result is consistent with those ofGu et al. [1998]
and Flanagan and Shearer [1998a], which provides strong
evidence for the existence of high-amplitude, large-scale
thermal variations in the TZ.
[4] Because of limited global coverage, secondary con-

verted waves have mostly been used in regional studies of
the TZ discontinuities. The best studied phase groups are
the P-to-S conversions [e.g., Petersen et al., 1993; Bostock,
1996; Vinnik et al., 1996; Shen et al., 1996, 1998; Dueker
and Sheehan, 1997; Li et al., 1998; Gurrola and Minster,
1998] and S-to-P conversions [Richards and Wicks, 1990;
Vidale and Benz, 1992; Yamazaki and Hirahara, 1994;
Estabrook et al., 1994; Niu and Kawakatsu, 1995; Castle
and Creager, 1998]. Vidale and Benz [1992] reported an
average temperature difference of 300–400 K between
subduction zone and normal mantle. Such rapid temper-
ature variations in regions of strong lateral velocity gra-
dient are supported by more recent studies, for example,
near the Hawaiian hot spot [e.g., Li et al., 2000a]. Some of
the above studies reported small-scale variations on the
order of ±20 km in TZ thickness [e.g., Dueker and
Sheehan, 1997] or more [Li et al., 2000b]. These estimates
are compatible with those obtained using long-period
reflected waves.
[5] Questions regarding the average TZ thickness and

range of thickness variations were raised by Chevrot et al.
[1999] using P-to-S conversions (also referred to as Pds
phases), where a ‘‘flat’’ TZ (with variations <10 km) was
reported. Regional differences up to 15 km in TZ thickness
exist between the results of Chevrot et al. [1999] and results
obtained using SS precursors. Also, the average TZ thick-
ness obtained by the Pds phases differs from that obtained
using SS precursors by 8 km or more. In spite of the
differences in wave types, frequency content, data cover-
age, and measurement assumptions used by the two
methods, such systematic departures warrant further inves-
tigations.
[6] This study introduces a novel approach to measure

S410S – S660S differential times. These differential times
provide robust global estimates of TZ thickness without the
need to know the depths of the 410- and 660-km disconti-
nuities, the crustal thickness, or the velocity structure above
the TZ. The data set used in this study contains more high-
quality, SH component records than those used in earlier
studies of SS precursors. Our study is not aimed at the short-
wavelength structure associated, for example, with the top-
ography of the 660-km discontinuity in the immediate
vicinity of subducted slabs [e.g., Wicks and Richards,
1993; Flanagan and Shearer, 1998b]. Instead, our main
goal is to examine the large-scale thickness variations of the
TZ and their implications for the thermal/chemical varia-
tions in the mantle.
[7] There is considerable evidence that the spectrum of

lateral heterogeneity is ‘‘red,’’ i.e., dominated by low-degree
harmonics, especially in the upper mantle [e.g., Masters et
al., 1982; Su et al., 1994; Li and Romanowicz, 1996; Gu et
al., 2001a]. This result suggests that a significant fraction of
the thermal anomalies that influence the TZ discontinuities
are of relatively large scale. This provides a motivation to
use long-period waves in the analysis of TZ thickness. Our
stacking approach actually aids such an undertaking since it
acts as an effective averaging tool.

[8] For convenience, we will refer to the TZ discontinu-
ities as the 410, 520, and 660, although their actual depths
vary from region to region. Furthermore, we will hereinafter
refer to Gossler and Kind [1996], Gu et al. [1998],
Flanagan and Shearer [1998a], and Chevrot et al. [1999]
as GK96, GDA98, FS98, and CVM99, respectively, in this
study.

Figure 1. (a) A schematic ray diagram of SS and its
precursors. This study infers the TZ thickness (h) from direct
measurements of S410S–S660S (roughly twice the travel
time of a near-vertical shear wave through the TZ). (b) A
schematic ray diagram of Pds phases (d for a TZ
discontinuity). TZ thickness (h) can be inferred from the
differential times of (P660s–P)–(P410s–P) [e.g., CVM99],
assuming the ray parameter and the P and S velocities in the
upper mantle are known.
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2. SS Precursors Versus Pds Phases

[9] The SS precursors are the most widely used phase
groups in mapping the global TZ discontinuities, primarily
because (1) their reflection points are not strictly limited
by earthquake source or station locations and (2) their
travel times offer significantly greater sensitivity for
resolving the topography of mantle discontinuities than
refracted waves. Figure 1a shows a schematic diagram of
SS and its precursors SdS (d for a discontinuity) near the
reflection points of the rays. Figure 1a is only for
illustrative purposes, and the scale has been exaggerated
for a better visual examination. Earlier studies [e.g.,
GDA98; FS98] obtained TZ thickness (h) by differencing
h2 (inferred from SS–S660S) and h1 (inferred from SS–
S410S ). The differential travel times are measured on the
SH component recordings, and the conversion from travel
time to depth generally requires the assumptions of a ray
parameter p and models of crust, surface topography, and
the 3-D shear velocity of the upper mantle. Because this is
an indirect measurement, errors in the analysis of either
discontinuity (due to a lack of data coverage or complex-
ities in the TZ) can potentially accumulate and affect the
accuracy of TZ thickness. Therefore, instead of solving for
the depths of the 410 and 660 (h1 and h2), this study
exploits the similarity between the waveforms of S410S
and S660S and measure their differential travel times
directly using a cross-correlation technique. This approach
essentially eliminates the potential errors associated with a
priori assumptions of (1) mantle heterogeneities above the
transition zone and (2) variations in crustal thickness and
free-surface topography.
[10] In comparison, short-period Pds phases provide local

constraints on TZ thickness under seismic stations. Follow-
ing the significant increase in the number of seismic stations
in recent years, it has become possible to use these phases to
make inferences about the global characteristics of the TZ
discontinuities. Figure 1b shows a schematic diagram of P
and Pds waves beneath a seismic station. The Pds phases
are compressional waves that convert to shear upon inci-
dence at an upper mantle discontinuity d. By projecting
arrays of teleseismic recordings on the L (or P), H (or SV ),
and T (or SH ) axes, travel times of Pds–P can be obtained
by subtracting the arrival times of P on the L axis from the
corresponding Pds on the H axis [CVM99]. The conversion
depths (h1 and h2) can then be deduced from these differ-
ential times, assuming the ray parameter p and P and S
velocities are known.
[11] There is a significant difference in the resolution

of the SdS and Pds phases in their abilities to image TZ
thickness. The quarter-period Fresnel zone (or the ‘‘foot-
print’’) that a 20-s SdS wave projects on the surface of a
mantle discontinuity is a minimaximum pattern [e.g.,
Shearer, 1993; Gu, 2001] with an approximate width of
15–20�. This translates to a lateral dimension of 1500–
2000 km, and thus small-scale topographic variations,
e.g., in the vicinity of subduction zones or hot spots,
are effectively averaged out or strongly attenuated. The
resolution is further constrained to long wavelengths by
the phase equalization approach (commonly referred to as
‘‘stacking’’); the large size of the averaging caps (10�)
imposes an effective low-pass filtering with corners at

about ‘ = 10, or the half wavelength of �2000 km. On
the other hand, the half-period Fresnel zone of a 6-s P-to-
S converted wave [e.g., CVM99] is nearly circular with a
diameter of 200–300 km. This implies that most of the
small-scale topography on the TZ discontinuities, e.g.,
imaged by Pds, has little influence on the travel times of
the long-period SS precursors. Difference in the lateral
resolution of these two types of phases could, and should
in theory, account for some of the discrepancy between
the results of CVM99 and those of SS precursors [e.g.,
FS98, GDA98]. More discussion of the potential sources
of discrepancies between these results will be given in
section 7.

3. Data and Method

[12] Our data sets include recordings from Global Seis-
mographic Network (GSN), Geoscope, Mediterranean seis-
mographic network (MEDNET), and other seismic
networks. Figure 2a shows the locations of more than 130

Figure 2. (a) More than 3000 shallow earthquakes (circle)
and 130 stations (triangle) from GSN, Geoscope, MEDNET,
and other seismic networks. This data set produces more
than 19,000 high-quality, SH component records. (b)
Underside reflections from the 410 and 660 at the distances
of 110� and 160�. The travel times of S410S–S660S are
primarily sensitive to the thickness of the TZ (shaded
region) near the reflection points.
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stations and 3000 shallow earthquakes with source depths
<75 km and Ms � 5.5. After automatic and interactive
editing, we obtain �19,000 high-quality SH component
seismograms globally; this is �45% and 70% more than
those used in GDA98 and FS98, respectively, and nearly 3
times as much as that used in GK96 and Deuss and
Woodhouse [2000] for a global analysis of SS precursors.
Many of the new reflection points fall in previously under-
sampled regions such as South America, the southern
Pacific, Atlantic and Indian Oceans, thus allowing us to
resolve TZ thickness more reliably.
[13] Figure 2b shows two ray paths typical of selected

data range (between 110� and 160�), calculated using

Preliminary Reference Earthquake Model (PREM) [Dzie-
wonski and Anderson, 1981]. These secondary reflections
are particularly sensitive to the topographic variations of the
410 and 660 near the reflection points. Their travel time
difference, which mainly results from the two-way S wave
travel time within the TZ (shaded region), provides valuable
information about the velocity structure and TZ thickness.
The overlap of the ray paths near the Earth’s surface
essentially removes any effect associated with the velocity
structure near the earthquake source and receiver.
[14] We use the stacking technique to enhance the signal-

to-noise ratio of the secondary reflections. Ray paths are
binned into 412 nearly equal-area spherical caps (10�

Figure 3. (a) Locations of 412 nearly equal-area, 10�-radius caps. The overlapping circles represent the
effective averaging areas used in our stacking approach. (b) The Half-Welch filter that has been applied to
the original long-period records. The cutoff periods (15 and 100 s) produce clear signals from the SS
precursors. (c) A sample record (SH component) from an earthquake near the coast of Oaxaca, Mexico.
Both the observed and PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] synthetic seismograms show clear S,
S660S, S410S, and SS arrivals. The observed differential travel time of S410S and S660S is approximately
11 s shorter than that predicted by PREM; this suggests the TZ is significantly narrower than 270 km
(predicted by PREM) near the midpoint between the source and receiver.
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radius) according to their reflection points (see Figure 3a).
After deconvolving the instrument responses from the
records, we apply a Half-Welch filter to the SH component
seismograms with cutoff frequencies at 15 and 100 s and
peak frequencies between 20 and 35 s (Figure 3b). Figure 3c
shows predicted and observed S, S660S, S410S, and SS
arrivals on sample SH component records after filtering. In
this example, the observed differential travel time of S410S
– S660S is �11 s shorter than that predicted by PREM; this
suggests a narrower TZ near the reflection point than that
predicted by PREM (270 km), though the effect of lateral
heterogeneities, up to ±2 s, cannot be ignored.

3.1. Measurement Procedures

[15] Our new align-and-stack approach is as follows:
1. Align the observed and synthetic seismograms on the

first major swing of the SS phase. The seismograms are then
edited interactively; the polarity is reversed if necessary.
This step helps to remove source and station effects [e.g.,
Shearer, 1993].
2. The goal of this step is to align the S660S waveforms

as well as possible. We first apply an epicentral distance
correction (to the data and synthetic seismograms) using
predicted SS–S660S times and a reference distance of 130�.
We then apply corrections to the data seismograms to
account for the effect of surface topography (using ETOPO5
database distributed by National Geophysical Data Center)
and crust (using CRUST5.1 of Mooney et al. [1998]).
Sample arrays of synthetic and data seismograms are shown
in Figure 4. The scales of the data seismograms are adjusted
slightly for a better visual examination. The synthetic
seismograms (Figure 4a) show clear underside reflections
from the 660 and 410 (at 670 and 400 km, respectively, for
PREM). Peak arrivals of SS vary around 0 s as a result of
the move out corrections for SS–S660S. Determination of
the locations of these secondary arrivals in the data
seismograms (Figure 4b) is often more difficult due to the
presence of noise. Some seismograms, e.g., three records
from CHTO with distances between 138.8� and 139.1�,
show particularly high amplitudes for the S660S phase. The
majority of the records, however, show considerable
complexities in the waveforms and travel times of these
phases, especially for S410S. Therefore stacking is
necessary to ensure the quality of our measurements.

Figure 4. (opposite) Sample arrays of synthetic (computed
using PREM) and observed seismograms for the cap
location of (�35� N, 149� E). All seismograms have been
shifted to aligned on S660S based on the predicted times of
SS–S660S. The station names and source-receiver distances
are listed on the left of the records. The shaded region shows
a 85 s phase window surrounding the S660S waveform; this
window is used in computing autocorrelation functions (see
text for details). The dashed lines mark the predicted peak
locations of S410S and S660S. (a) PREM synthetic
seismograms. (b) Data seismograms which show more
complexity in the waveforms and travel times of S410S and
S660S. Corrections for source–receiver distances have been
applied to both the synthetic and data seismograms based on
the predicted S410S – S660S times. Additional corrections
have been applied to the data seismograms to account for
crustal thickness and the surface topography.
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Figure 5. Autocorrelation functions calculated from correlating the S660S waveforms for (a) the
synthetic and (b) the data seismograms. The dashed lines mark the predicted peak locations of S410S and
S660S. (c) Stacks of autocorrelation functions from Figures 5a and 5b. Travel time residual of S410S–
S660S can be readily measured from the time shift between the observed (dashed line) and synthetic
(solid line) correlation peaks associated with the 410. The error bars represent the uncertainty associated
with the amplitude measurement for this cap.
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3. Instead of stacking for S660S using the original
waveforms, we autocorrelate each seismogram with the
waveform enclosed in a fixed time window of 85 s, 42.5 s on
each side of the predicted S660S peak at a reference distance
of 130� (see shaded region in Figure 4). This operation is
carried out on all of the synthetic and data seismograms. The
relatively wide autocorrelation window accounts for poten-
tial path effects and a possible misalignment of SS in step 1.
Because of the similarities in the underside reflections from
the 410 and 660, one could expect a reasonable correlation,
in spite of the inherent noise, between the waveforms of
S410S and S660S. We use the expected correlation peak at
the beginning of the correlation window to normalize each
autocorrelation function.
4. We apply an additional move out correction for

S410S–S660S relative to a reference distance of 130�. The

Figure 6. (a) Uncertainties (in seconds) at 311 cap
locations. High quality measurements are evident in Eurasia
and northern Pacific. The Southern Hemisphere, particularly
the southern Atlantic and Indian Oceans, has the largest
uncertainties due to sparse data coverage. (b) Data coverage
for the same caps shown in Figure 6a. The best coverage is
in the northern Pacific region; the sparsest coverage is in the
southern Atlantic Ocean.

Figure 7. (a) Measurement uncertainties as a function of
the number of observations. (b) Travel time residuals of
S410S–S660S as a function of data density. (c) Travel
time residuals of S410S–S660S as a function of data
uncertainties.
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resulting traces are then evaluated interactively on the basis
of amplitude variations and frequency content. We discard
traces that appear to be highly oscillatory since they usually
result from high noise levels in the original acceleration
seismograms. On occasion anomalously broad 660 correla-
tion peaks can be observed, which indicate that the original
S660S waveforms were not properly enclosed in the 85 s
correlation window. This ‘‘misfire’’ could result from
possible misalignment of SS in step 1 or from anomalously
large variations of velocity and boundary topography. These
defective autocorrelation functions are discarded also.
Sample autocorrelation functions resulting from the accel-
eration seismograms in Figure 4 are shown in Figure 5. The
synthetic results (Figure 5a) show two pronounced peaks
associated with the 410 and 660. The dotted lines mark the
locations of the two major peaks in the final synthetic stack
(see Figure 5c). Note that the 660 peaks shift from right to
left as epicentral distances increase. This is a direct result of
the move out corrections of S410S–S660S. The autocorrela-
tion functions generated from data seismograms (see

Figure 5b) show much larger variations in the locations of
the 410 peak.
5. We stack the synthetic and data autocorrelation

functions (see Figure 5c), respectively. Both stacks show
pronounced arrivals resulting from the 410 and 660. The
travel time residual of S410S–S660S can be readily
measured from the time shift between the data (dashed line)
and predicted (solid line) 410 peaks located nearly 75 s after
the start of the correlation window.
[16] The above approach requires a relatively high

correlation between S410S and S660S. The data selection
process is more stringent than those based only on signal-
to-noise ratios. One distinct advantage of correlating
S660S with S410S (rather than with SS) is that the
autocorrelation functions are not affected by possible
errors in the determination of the polarity of SS in
step 1. Furthermore, stacks obtained using our approach
are nearly insensitive to potential complexities, largely due
to crustal reverberations, in the SS waveforms. It should be
remembered that the purpose of the corrections for surface

Figure 8. A global map of S410S – S660S without correcting for the velocity variations within the TZ.
Red (or blue) triangles represent places where the TZ is thinner (or thicker) than the global average. The
cap residuals are interpolated using a degree 12 spherical harmonic expansion. Sample stacks of synthetic
and data autocorrelation functions are shown in red and black, respectively. The locations of the selected
caps are indicated by the straight lines that connect the map locations with autocorrelation stacks. The
S410S–S660S residuals are measured from the time shifts between the data and synthetic 410 correlation
peak. The travel times reported here have removed the global average of �8.1 s (marked by the vertical
line on each pair of autocorrelation stacks). See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
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topography and crustal thickness (see step 2) is to enhance
the alignment of the S660S waveforms for further process-
ing. While these two sets of corrections may improve the
stability of our method, the final measurements of
S410S–S660S which use a fixed correlation window are
virtually independent of the individual or averaged correc-
tion values.

3.2. Error Analysis

[17] We use a ‘‘bootstrapping’’ technique [Shearer, 1993]
to estimate the uncertainties in our measurements. For each
cap we randomly pick the same number of traces from the
pool of quality autocorrelation functions that satisfy all the
selection criteria. We then measure the differential travel
times of S410S – S660S on the bootstrapped stacks and
obtain a distribution of values. The mean of these boot-
strapped values is used as the final S410S–S660S time for
this cap, and the standard deviation provides an effective
measure of the uncertainty. Figure 6a shows a global map of
the uncertainties in the S410S–S660S times; only 311
measurements with uncertainties <3.5 s are considered
quality measurements. In general, measurements in the
Northern Hemisphere are more reliable than those in the
Southern Hemisphere. The measurement uncertainties are
particularly low in the northern Pacific Ocean, North
America, and Eurasia, whereas caps in the southern Atlantic
and Indian Oceans have much higher uncertainties. The best
coverage (Figure 6b) is in the northern and central Pacific
Ocean, while a sparse coverage is evident in parts of South
America and the southeast Pacific. In general, measure-
ments in poorly covered regions have relatively high
uncertainties.
[18] A modest negative correlation is observed between

the measurement uncertainties and the number of seismo-
grams for caps that contain less than 150 records (see
Figure 7a). The majority of our measurements, however,
have uncertainties of 2 s or less, without notable effects
from the data count. Perturbations in S410S–S660S times
do not appear to correlate with the number of seismograms
(Figure 7b). The range of perturbations decreases slightly
for caps that contain large number of seismograms. This is
partly due to the fact that many of these caps are in the same
geographical area (northern Pacific), where the S410S–
S660S residuals are only marginally smaller than the global
average (see section 4 for details). Our measurements of
S410S–S660S are not biased by the uncertainties, as shown
in Figure 7c. The range of S410S–S660S variations is
nearly constant with respect to data uncertainties, e.g., the
range of variations for caps with uncertainties �1 s is nearly
the same as those with �3 s uncertainties. No major offset is
evident away from the zero line.

4. Global S410S – S660S Residuals

[19] A global map of raw S410S–S660S travel time
residuals, without correction for velocity perturbations in
the TZ, is shown in Figure 8. An average offset of �8.1 s,
relative to that predicted by PREM, is removed from the
residuals. The color contours in the background show a
degree-12 spherical harmonic expansion of the cap resid-
uals. Significant positive perturbations relative to the global
average are observed under the western Pacific, Eurasia,

South Atlantic, and North America. Anomalies with pertur-
bations >8 s and lateral dimensions >3000 km are present
under the western Pacific and African Rift Zone. The
locations and dimensions of these anomalies appear to
follow the reported fast velocities in the transition zone
[e.g., Su et al., 1994; Gu et al., 2001a]. Negative perturba-
tion of significant lateral scales are observed under the
Pacific and northern Atlantic Oceans. Sample correlation
stacks in Figure 8 show variations from �6 to 7 s from the
global average. The correlation peaks that result from the
410 vary greatly both in shape and in arrival time; this
suggests considerable complexities on the TZ discontinu-
ities.
[20] There is evidence for the intermittent presence of the

520 in the oceanic stacks [e.g., Shearer, 1996; GDA98]. For

Figure 9. (a) Travel time corrections for the TZ structure,
as predicted by S12/WM13 of Su et al. [1994]. The velocity
perturbations at 550 km is plotted on the background. The
triangles represent the correction values at the cap centers.
Most corrections have absolute values of 2 s or less. (b)
Residual of S410S–S660S after correcting for TZ velocity
structure. The color conventions are the same as those of
Figure 8. The range of S410S–S660S perturbations
becomes slightly larger after the correction. See color
version of this figure at back of this issue.
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example, stacks under the Arctic and western and southern
Pacific Oceans (see Figure 8) show small correlation peaks
between those associated with the 410 and 660. The
amplitudes of these reflections are generally small, which
indicate that the 520 is either a weak reflector or a reflector
with strong depth variations. The 520 reflection is, however,
notably absent in most of the continental stacks, for exam-
ple, in North and Central America. The preferential detec-
tion of the 520 was reported by GDA98 as evidence for
potential thermal/chemical differences between continent
and oceans at depths below 400 km. A recent study by

Deuss and Woodhouse [2001] suggested the presence of
two mild reflectors between the 410 and 660, most notably
under the continents. While our study does not focus on the
520, its low-reflection amplitude in our continental stacks
appears to suggest, at least, significant complexities in the
radial seismic signatures within the TZ.

4.1. TZ Travel Time Correction

[21] To account for the effect of velocity structure, we
compute two-way S travel time using S12/WM13 (will be
referred to as S12 and Su et al. [1994]) for a shear wave that
travels through the TZ under each cap location. We assume a
reference distance of 130�. This velocity model is reasonably
well constrained by both the travel time, primarily S and SS,
and the waveform data that are sensitive to the TZ structure.
The TZ structure predicted by S12 is generally consistent
with other existing shear velocity models [e.g., Li and
Romanowicz, 1996; Liu, 1997; Ritsema et al., 1999], both
in the location and the amplitude of large-scale anomalies.
The corrections are typically <2 s (Figure 9a). The corrected
S410S – S660S residuals (see Figure 9b) show slightly larger
variations than the raw residuals, though most of the long-
wavelength features are consistent. The global average of the
corrected residuals is �8.3 s relative to PREM.
[22] There is a modest negative correlation between the

raw S410S – S660S residuals and the travel time correc-
tions, �0.24 if all residuals are considered (Figure 10a). The
solid line represents a least squares fit of the residuals with a
slope of �0.96 ± 0.23. If we exclude six outliers (residuals
that are enclosed in dotted circles), the correlation becomes
�0.35, which is statistically significant with a confidence
level >95%. The best fit line (dotted) shows a slope of �1.4
with a standard deviation of 0.2.
[23] The normalized power-spectral amplitudes of the

raw S410S–S660S residuals correlate well with those of
the TZ corrections in degrees 1 and 2 (Figure 10b). There is
a negative overall correlation (��0.5) between the coef-
ficients of their spherical harmonic expansions, particularly
at the low-degree harmonics that contain the highest energy
(Figure 10c). This negative correlation becomes more
pronounced after we apply the TZ corrections to the raw
S410S–S660S residuals (not shown). It suggests consider-

Figure 10. (opposite) (a) Raw measurements of S410S–
S660S (without correcting for transition zone velocity
structure) as a function of TZ travel time corrections. The
solid line represents a least squares fit of all values with a
slope of �0.96±0.23; the correlation coefficient is �0.23.
The dotted line represents a least squares fit after removing
six outliers (circled). The slope is �1.35±0.21 and
correlation is �0.35. (b) Normalized power spectra of the
raw S410S – S660S residuals and TZ travel time corrections.
Both spectra show strong signatures at the degree-1 and
degree-2 spherical harmonics. (c) Degree-by-degree and
cumulative correlations between the spherical harmonic
coefficients and the raw S410S–S660S residuals and those
of the TZ travel time corrections. A negative cumulative
correlation implies considerable influence from the TZ
thermal structure on the topography of the 410 and 660 (see
text for details).
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able influences of TZ thermal structure on the topography of
the 410 and 660.

4.2. Distribution of S410S–S660S

[24] Perturbations of the corrected S410S–S660S times
show a semi-normal distribution with peak-to-peak resid-
ual values exceeding 20 s (Figure 11a). The large standard
deviation of this distribution implies the undulating nature
of TZ thickness on a global scale. Such level of variations
is consistent with those of GDA98 (Figure 11b) and FS98
(Figure 11c), even though they were obtained using a
different approach. All three distributions, however, show
significantly larger variations than those of CVM99 using
Pds waves (Figure 11d). Only few observations in the
latter study extend beyond ±2 s from the their global
average. The original residuals of CVM99 have been

scaled to S410S–S660S by a factor of 3.2 to account for
the different sensitivities to boundary undulations between
SS precursors and Pds waves.

5. Global Variations of TZ Thickness

[25] To convert the corrected S410S–S660S times into
TZ thickness variations, we express the depth perturbation
of a boundary as a function of the travel time residual dt,

dhi ¼
dtiri

2 h2i � p2ið Þ
1
2

; ð1Þ

where i represents a given discontinuity, hi = ri/v(ri) and pi is
the ray parameter [Dziewonski and Gilbert, 1976]. We use a
ray parameter of 12.0 and 11.8 s/deg for the 410 and 660,

Figure 11. Distributions of the S410S – S660S measurements of (a) this study, (b) GDA98, and (c)
FS98. All three distributions are nearly normal with significant variations from the mean. (d)
Distribution of modified P660s–P410S residuals from CVM99. We have multiplied the original
residuals of CVM99 by a factor of 3.2. This is to account for the smaller sensitivity of converted
waves (in comparison with SS precursors) to a boundary undulation. There are few measurements in
CVM99 with amplitudes beyond ±2 s from the mean; this is inconsistent with the distributions
shown in Figures 11a–11c.
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respectively, assuming a reflected shear wave with a
reference distance of 130�.
[26] We obtain an average thickness of 242 km for the

TZ. This value agrees perfectly with those of GDA (242
km) and FS98 (241 km), but is significantly narrower than
that of CVM99 (250 km). In Figure 12 we compare the
measurements of TZ thickness from three recent global
studies of SS precursors. To first order, the global pattern
of the long-wavelength variations obtained from this study
(Figure 12a) are consistent with those of earlier results
(Figures 12b and 12c). All three maps show significantly
increased thickness in the northwestern Pacific, Indonesia,
and western Europe. A narrow TZ is generally observed in
the central Pacific and Africa. It is encouraging that the
main features of this study are more laterally coherent than
those in the earlier studies; this suggests more effective
cap averaging, owing mostly to the improved data cover-

age on a global scale. Regional differences do exist,
however, particularly in the amplitude of the variations.
For example, our new measurements show less pro-
nounced variations in the western Pacific than GDA98.
This discrepancy likely results from complexities in the
TZ shear velocity and boundary topography near major
subduction zones. Another major difference among these
studies is in New Zealand and Tonga-Kermadec islands,
where FS98 shows a markedly thicker TZ than the other
two studies. The source of this discrepancy is unknown,
though higher uncertainties of the measurements due to
the restrictive data coverage in this region (see Figures 6a
and 6b) could be a factor.
[27] The power spectra of these three maps (Figure 12d)

show pronounced signatures at the low-degree harmonics.
Similar to the raw S410S–S660S residuals, the thickness
measurements of this study are dominated by degrees 1–3,

Figure 12. Thickness maps of the TZ. In each map, the residuals have been interpolated using a spherical
harmonic expansion up to degree 12. The blue and red contours show the regions of thick and narrow TZ,
respectively. (a) Thickness variations inferred from S410S–S660S residuals of this study. (b) Thickness
variations in GDA98 inferred from SS–SdS residuals. (c) Thickness variations in FS98 inferred from SS–
SdS residuals. Only caps with more than 20 records are shown. (d) Power spectra of all three thickness
maps. The long-wavelength features are fairly consistent among these maps, as suggested by the
agreement at the low-degree spherical harmonics. See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
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and the spectral amplitudes at degrees 1 and 2 correlate
well with those of GDA98. In comparison, the overall
amplitudes of FS98 are slightly smaller and strong signals
are observed at degrees 2 and 4. A low-pass filtration of
the thickness maps (truncated at the degree-6 spherical
harmonic) is shown in Figure 13. All three maps show
strongly positive perturbations in the western Pacific,

South America, and western Eurasia. The most consistent
large-scale negative perturbations are evident under the
Pacific and northern Atlantic Oceans, demonstrating a
strong correlation among these measurements at the longest
wavelengths.
[28] For a detailed comparison with the global maps of

GK96 we compute the average TZ thickness from adjacent
caps. This procedure provides an effective averaging area of
�900 deg2, similar to that used in the former study (see
Figure 14). This low-pass filtration leads to a reduction of
TZ thickness variations (see Figure 14a). Excellent agree-
ment, particularly in the Pacific, Indian Ocean, and North
America, is observed between these two studies, despite
differences in the cap locations. More importantly, this

Figure 13. A low-pass filtration of the thickness maps (see
Figure 12) up to the degree-6 spherical harmonic. The
amplitude and shape of the long-wavelength features are
consistent among these maps, particular among this study
and GDA98.

Figure 14. (a) A low pass filtration of our S410S – S660S
residuals obtained by averaging neighboring caps (up to 5).
The new ‘‘footprints’’ are nonoverlapping and have
effective averaging areas of �900 deg2 (as opposed to
314 deg2 in the original scheme). (b) Global measurements
of S410S – S660S from GK96. The range of variations is
consistent between these two studies. Note that neither data
sets shown here have been corrected for TZ velocity
perturbations.
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simple experiment provides an explanation for the ampli-
tude discrepancy of the global variations between GK96
(smaller) and other studies of SS precursors (larger). It does
not, however, explain the amplitude difference between this
study and CVM99 since the latter study used much smaller
averaging areas.

6. Regional Thickness Variations

[29] One of the most intriguing puzzles in mantle dynam-
ics is the depth to which continental lithosphere is distinct in
the upper mantle. Results obtained from global seismic

tomography show that the continent–ocean difference per-
sists down to 250 km, and perhaps deeper [e.g., Woodhouse
and Dziewonski, 1984, 1989; Su et al., 1994; Li and
Romanowicz, 1996]. Studies using secondary reflected and
converted phases have provided important constraints on
the depth extent of surface tectonics. For example, GK96
suggested that the transition zone is nearly 14 km thicker
under Asia and North America than under the neighboring
Pacific. GDA98 detected a regional 520 under the oceans,
from which the amplitude of reflections is significantly
more pronounced under the oceans than it is under the
North American and African shields. The preferential
detection of the Lehmann discontinuity (also referred to as
the 220) beneath continents, reported by recent studies of SS
precursors [Deuss and Woodhouse, 2000; Gu et al., 2001b],
provides further evidence for possible differences in rheol-
ogy or composition between oceans and continents at
depths below 200 km.
[30] Regional averages of TZ thickness (Figure 15a)

show peak-to-peak variation of 16 km between continental
(e.g., 9 km in Eurasia and 7 km in Africa) and vast oceanic
regions (e.g., �7 km in the Pacific and �4 km in the Indian
Oceans). The Atlantic Ocean shows an anomalous increase
of TZ thickness from the north to the south. The location of
the thickened TZ in the southern Atlantic coincide with that
of fast TZ velocities; both of which could be associated with
the potential presence of cold, recycled oceanic lithosphere
in the TZ.
[31] Gurrola and Minster [1998] reported a thickness

variation (of the TZ) exceeding 30 km between Obninsk,
Russia, and Pasadena, California. While we do not have a
reliable measurement under California, our regional esti-
mate in the western Eurasia, 10–15 km thicker than the
global average, is comparable with the result from their
study (252 km). The thickened TZ in this region may be
associated with the high-velocity anomalies above and
within the TZ.
[32] We further divide our measurements according to the

regionalization scheme of Jordan [1981]. The median of the
perturbations in each tectonic region is shown in Figure
15b. We observe a notable continent–ocean difference: the
transition zone is, on average, 6–8 km thicker under
continents than under oceans. If we assume an olivine
composition with 90% Mg2SiO4 and 10% Fe2SiO4, this
thickness variation would translate to a difference in tem-
perature of 50–70�C between oceans and continents. The
TZ width does not correlate, however, with the age of the
crust. For example, TZ under tectonic regions is �6 km
thicker than that under shields.

7. Discussion and Conclusions

[33] It is not the aim of this study to image the individual
topography of TZ discontinuities as earlier studies have
done using SS precursors. Our modeling approach is
designed to provide a less velocity-dependent measure of
TZ thickness, using a significantly improved SS precursor
data set. In view of a recent debate [GDA98; FS98;
CVM99], we have focused on the robust long-wavelength
features and the global variability of TZ thickness. The
resolution of our approach is constrained by the wave-
lengths of SS precursors (1500–2000 km laterally); this is

Figure 15. (a) Regionally averaged thickness of the TZ.
Positive and negative values represent regions of thicker
and thinner TZ, respectively. TZ under the continental
regions, e.g., Eurasia and Africa, is significantly thicker
than that under vast oceanic regions. (b) The median of the
TZ thickness measurements for six tectonic regions
proposed by the regionalization scheme of Jordan [1981].
The abbreviated names are defined as follows: YOC, young
ocean; IOC, intermediate aged ocean; OOC, old ocean;
TEC, tectonic regions; PL, platforms; and SHD, shields. A
significant continent–ocean difference is evident, although
the thickness of the TZ does not appear to correlate with the
age of the crust.
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slightly larger than the lateral resolution of recent tomo-
graphic studies [e.g., Ritsema et al., 1999; Masters et al.,
2000; Gu et al., 2001a].
[34] Thickness variations inferred from our global meas-

urements of S410S–S660S are inconsistent with a ‘‘flat’’
TZ; peak-to-peak variations over 25 km are observed. The
large-scale features of our measurements are generally
consistent with those of GDA98 and FS98, and a low-
pass filtration of our cap averages shows a global pattern
and variability comparable with the results of GK96.
However, the thickness variations observed in this study
are much greater than those of CVM99 (<10 km). It is not
clear if this discrepancy results from differences in data
coverage, measurement uncertainty, or data resolution/
sensitivity to boundary perturbations. It is conceivable that
some of the observations in CMV99 are significantly
affected by their choice of the P and S velocity models.
Differences in the size of the Fresnel zones between SS
precursors and Pds waves may also be a factor, as the
finer-scale variations observed by CVM99 are mostly
averaged out in our study. Furthermore, it is possible that
due to the small-scale nature of the short-period Pds waves
and a relatively sparse global coverage, some of the
strongest local variations are left unimaged by CVM99
in a laterally complex TZ. Recent studies on the plumes
under Hawaii [Li et al., 2000a] and subduction zone under
Japan [Li et al., 2000b] show Pds travel time variations
from less than 19 s to greater than 26.5 s. This translates
to thickness ranging from 210 km to 280 km in scale
lengths of a few hundred kilometers. Such roughness on a
local scale could be present also under the continental
regions, e.g., Europe, where van der Lee et al. [1994]
reported a lack of P660s in the array data. Furthermore, D.
Suetsugu et al. (Probing the ‘‘Superplume’’ beneath the
South Pacific, submitted to IRIS Newsletter, 2001) com-
bined reflected and converted phases and provided further
evidence for large perturbations (�30 km) in TZ thickness
under the South Pacific Superswell region. This range of
variations is equivalent to a temperature perturbation of
200–300 K, which could be associated with the presence
of hot mantle plumes in the transition zone. A similar
range of variations is recently reported by H. J. Gilbert et
al. (The presence of layered convection as inferred from
the upper mantle thermal structure below the western
United States, submitted to Journal of Geophysical
Research, 2002) in the western United States.
[35] The power of the global TZ thickness is dominated by

low-degree (1–4) spherical harmonics. This spectral charac-
teristic is consistent with that of TZ velocities predicted by
recent tomographic models [e.g., Masters et al., 2000;
Mégnin and Romanowicz, 2000;Gu et al., 2001a], especially
the degree 2 spherical harmonic. Our analysis shows a slight
anticorrelation between the S410S–S660S residuals (or TZ
thickness) and the two-way shear wave travel times or most
likely, thermal variations, within the TZ. This implies con-
siderable effects of temperature on the depths of the TZ
discontinuities. The fact that this is only a mild anticorrela-
tion implies that a significant fraction of TZ thermal anoma-
lies may be limited in the radial extent; that is, anomalies of
different origins (and temperatures) may be influencing the
phase transitions near the 410 and 660. The 660 is strongly
influenced by thermal variations in the lower half of TZ; this

is clearly observed near major subduction zones where
accumulation of cold subducted material may be occurring
[e.g., Shearer and Masters, 1992]. On the other hand, the
topography of the 410 is mostly sensitive to velocity varia-
tions in the depth range of 350–450 km. There is a greater
complexity and a lower amplitude in the topography of this
boundary, which could be partly attributed to trade-offs
between thermal and kinematic effects that are associated
with the positive Clapeyron slope of olivine a to b-phase
transition [e.g., Yuen et al., 1994; Thoraval and Machetel,
2000]. TZ thickness could also be influenced by possible
compositional heterogeneities close to or within the TZ.
[36] It is still being debated whether the low-degree

signatures in TZ thickness (obtained from long-period
waves) can be extrapolated to small scales [Shearer,
2000], as there is evidence for significant thickness varia-
tions at scale lengths of hundreds of kilometers (e.g., near
regions of subduction and plumes). Neele et al. [1997] and
Chaljub and Tarantola [1997] raised the concern that small-
scale topography on the discontinuities may bias the infer-
ences of large-scale observations from studies of SS
precursors. By performing synthetic experiments using a
longer-period SdS data set, Shearer et al. [1999] showed
that the observed long-wavelength features from SS precur-
sors are robust and the residuals are nearly insensitive to
extreme velocity anomalies (with a scale length of 300–500
km) in the TZ. More work may be needed to establish the
connection between large and small scale variations of TZ
thickness, as well as their relation to TZ velocity perturba-
tions of varying scales.
[37] One parameter that should be determined to a higher

degree of accuracy is the average thickness of the TZ. Our
globally averaged TZ thickness is 242 km; this agrees well
with estimates from earlier studies of SS precursors but is
�8 km thinner than that of CVM99 (250 km). The
discrepancy can be partly explained by differences in the
location since the majority of the measurements from
CVM99 are continental, where we find the TZ to be 6–8
km thicker than it is under the oceans. Other possible
explanations may include differences in wave types, pro-
cessing methods, resolution, as well as the choice of P and
S velocity models.
[38] Finally, we observe a continent-ocean difference, a

clear correlation between TZ thickness and the age of the
crust is not seen. This might suggest that only the largest
wavelength thermal signatures from surface tectonics can
survive the short-term (200 m.y.) recycling and, potentially,
affect the observations regarding the TZ. Future improve-
ments can be made to the analysis of this study by simulta-
neously inverting for mantle velocity structure and the
topography of TZ discontinuities. This proposed approach
can effectively account for tradeoffs between velocity and
boundary topography (Y. J. Gu et al., Simultaneous inver-
sion for mantle shear velocity and topography of transition
zone discontinuities, submitted to Geophysical Journal
International, 2002) and thereby improve our understand-
ings of both issues.
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Figure 8. A global map of S410S – S660S without correcting for the velocity variations within the TZ.
Red (or blue) triangles represent places where the TZ is thinner (or thicker) than the global average. The
cap residuals are interpolated using a degree 12 spherical harmonic expansion. Sample stacks of synthetic
and data autocorrelation functions are shown in red and black, respectively. The locations of the selected
caps are indicated by the straight lines that connect the map locations with autocorrelation stacks. The
S410S – S660S residuals are measured from the time shifts between the data and synthetic 410
correlation peak. The travel times reported here have removed the global average of �8.1 s (marked by
the vertical line on each pair of autocorrelation stacks).
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Figure 9. (a) Travel time corrections for the TZ structure, as predicted by S12/WM13 of Su et al.
[1994]. The velocity perturbations at 550 km is plotted on the background. The triangles represent the
correction values at the cap centers. Most corrections have absolute values of 2 s or less. (b) Residual of
S410S – S660S after correcting for TZ velocity structure. The color conventions are the same as those of
Figure 8. The range of S410S – S660S perturbations becomes slightly larger after the correction.
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Figure 12. Thickness maps of the TZ. In each map, the residuals have been interpolated using a
spherical harmonic expansion up to degree 12. The blue and red contours show the regions of thick and
narrow TZ, respectively. (a) Thickness variations inferred from S410S – S660S residuals of this study. (b)
Thickness variations in GDA98 inferred from SS–SdS residuals. (c) Thickness variations in FS98
inferred from SS–SdS residuals. Only caps with more than 20 records are shown. (d) Power spectra of all
three thickness maps. The long-wavelength features are fairly consistent among these maps, as suggested
by the agreement at the low-degree spherical harmonics.
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